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While walking to the Northeast Garden 
 
Swami:  Make it two walls, break this wall and that wall break it, 
then more East is open. North is straight hit one door then it will 
come like a big temple is coming here. Two walls is going to knock 
out then it won’t come, the northeast is closed because it still more 
and north is driveway. You want to go and have that place a look? 
Monika, go take the lead.  
 
(Monika T walks over to the JC Power spot and after everyone is standing 
there, Swami begins to talk)  
 
Swami:  Everyone think your wishes.   
 
(Coming back from northeast garden, walking along the road)  
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Swami: This fort has its own... on top it has its own Hanuman. And if 
you go straight to the arch, straight all the way up on the fort there's 
a big Hanuman statue there…big Hanuman statue to the Fort and if 
you take the left there's a Hanuman statue. And if you take to the 
lake, there's a big Hanuman temple…whole fort - Hanuman. If we 
drive, if we take that first turn you're going, left side is a Hanuman 
Temple.  So located majority is Hanuman Fort, moreover, there's only 
one small Mahakali Temple in the next street. Small, tiny Mahakali 
Temple…outside is there and Sri Chakra is installed it here. Sri 
Chakra is one is outside and one Chakra is here.  
Of course Krishnadeve Raya use to go to that lake and he use to 
swim. To him, almost all pretty good southeast. Who has water 
holding it to the southeast, for sure they'll have the two wives, 
according to the Vaastu law. I'll bet if they have the two wives means 
southeast they have the well or lake. Even Lord Balaji in Tirupati, in 
Golden Temple, once you come out from darshan, outside, just even 
entered out on the right side there's called Ganga valli. Just step out 
where you getting holy water, there's a well there, southeast. He had 
two wives… but to me straight I have the east. If I started to staying 
here, could be… so far is straight east to me. To that building people 
it's is pure northeast, pure northeast. That's why we divided this 
road, this side okay even they have the two wives, three wives, 
okay... You understand Terry? Chitty Babu also, staying in the same 
place. 
  
(walking in the Darga)  
 
Swami:  Never seen inside there isn't it?  
 
Nityaananda:   No. Thank you.  
 
(No recording during the walk around the darga. Next Swami is showing 
the cobra house just inside the northeast gate to the right side of the road.)  
 
Swami: Naturally three snakes is living in this house…it's there, 
cobras. Before I started this ashram it is there, still it's there, I didn't 
disturb just let it go. But it won't go crazy and won't hurt. It smells it 
and feels the vibrations of the people's walking moments then it has 
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its own time zone when to come out and go in. Naturally the Ganesh 
tress, Neem tree, Tulasi tree automatically it came up and again that 
Neem tree there, and just... many times I saw it, hundreds of times, 
"Okay."  One time I think you saw when we're coming on the road 
from Sri Sailam, they were all over the place, tons of cobras.  
 
Nityaananda: Yes. We were sitting and we saw, we walked in the 
middle of them.  
 
Swami:  All over that place, pure cobras.  
 
(Swami stops at top of the drive at northwest of compound) 
 
Swami:  Before, my entrance to ashram was here. (NW). Early days 
straight entrance was here. It is?  
 
Students: Northwest.  
 
Nityaananda:   You had a wall here too. At the time it was northeast. 
 
Swami:  Hun-un, northwest then I switched from here, turn around, 
ok fine, acceptable, west-north acceptable - northwest no way, 
unnecessary headaches! You has to face it if somebody wants to leave 
that place, if you fix in that house northwest entrance, done. 
Somebody in your house, little strange guy, either your friend or 
your girl/boy friend, put them in the northwest then automatically 
they'll run away. No I'm telling… I'm very serious. Northwest put 
her, get out. But northwest entrance, southeast entrance, if you walk 
like this you cut off the northeast. It's not advisable.  It's not?  
 
Students: Advisable.  
 
Swami: Straight go east. Go east then at the north end then go 
wherever you want to go. So whenever I walked, here is the gate. I 
use to sit outside there majority time…Gagan Mahal is there next 
door. Even less than sixty feet, forty feet from Ganesh, Gagan Mahal 
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wall, his palace Krishnadeve Raya's Palace, who built the Lord Balaji 
Golden Temple. I think you read in the newspaper 
Thiruvananthapuram (in Kerala State), what is that? What is that? 
They got wooooh…it means still there's only 0.00000001% still there. 
Still is existing, still is existing I'm telling it. August 6th they're 
making a road to the hill officially. They're breaking a coconut. You 
can read in newspaper today, just they're making a road. The drive 
you can go, gigantic temples there, same like a Tirupati, tank and 
everything…gigantic temples. This Fort we cannot underestimate 
this.  Cannot?  
 
Students: Underestimate it.  
 
Swami: If I said no, no! 
 

End of Tour 
 


